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top-clearance

18 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed ...

18 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168
Colors Closed End ZP0006PROMO - ZP0005PROMO -
Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

20 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed ...

20 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168
Colors Closed End ZP0005PROMO - ZP0004PROMO -
Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

35 Cm #3 13,78" Hidden Zipper Tulle White Dress and Skirt Zi...

Since the product is export surplus, it is sold at a
discounted price. 35 Cm #3 13,78" hidden tulle zipper,
with bottom - closed-end zippers are ideal for use on
dresses, skirts, children's clothing, pillow cases, home
textiles, inner bag pockets and as functional
accessories in many different sectors. Concealed tulle
zippers are ideal for use as one-way zippers, closed
end - bottom zippers. It has a tooth size of 3 (3 mm),
the teeth co...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/18-cm-coat-pocket-zipper-5-navy-blue-sbs-168-colors-closed-end-zp0006promo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/20-cm-coat-pocket-zipper-5-navy-blue-sbs-168-colors-closed-end-zp0005promo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/35-cm-3-13,78-hidden-zipper-tulle-white-dress-and-skirt-zipper-zpg0035tulpromo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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top-clearance

60 cm Jacket Zipper #5 Open End Separated Mustard SBS 092 Co...

60 cm Jacket Zipper #5 Open End Separated
Mustard SBS 092 Color Metal Jacket Zippers

Coat Zipper 50 cm #5 19,7" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors ZP0009PR...

Coat Zipper 50 cm #5 19,7" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors
ZP0009PROMO - ZP0009PROMO - Nylon Coil Jacket
Zippers

Coat Zipper 65 cm #5 Light Blue SBS 145 Colors ZP0003PROMO

Coat Zipper 65 cm #5 Light Blue SBS 145 Colors
ZP0003PROMO - ZP0001PROMO - Discounted Zippers
- Assorted Zippers

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/60-cm-jacket-zipper-5-open-end-separated-mustard-sbs-092-color-zp0011promo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/coat-zipper-50-cm-5-19,7-navy-blue-sbs-168-colors-zp0009promo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/coat-zipper-65-cm-5-light-blue-sbs-145-colors-zp0003promo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Coat Zipper 70 cm #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors ZP0004PROMO

Coat Zipper 70 cm #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors
ZP0004PROMO - ZP0003PROMO - Discounted
Zippers - Assorted Zippers

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Mustard SBS 092 Color Closed End...

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Mustard SBS 092 Color
Closed End Invisible Nylon Zippers

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed ...

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors
Closed End ZP0007PROMO - ZP0007PROMO - Nylon
Coil Jacket Zippers

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/coat-zipper-70-cm-5-navy-blue-sbs-168-colors-zp0004promo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/hidden-zipper-3-16-cm-6,3-mustard-sbs-092-color-closed-end-zp0012promo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/hidden-zipper-3-16-cm-6,3-navy-blue-sbs-168-colors-closed-end-zp0007promo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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top-clearance

Hidden Zipper #3 55 cm 9,65" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed...

Hidden Zipper #3 55 cm 9,65" Navy Blue SBS 168
Colors Closed End ZP0008PROMO - ZP0007PROMO -
Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

Pant Zipper Metal Zipper #4.5 7" Nickel ZPM0001PNT

Pant Zipper Metal Zipper #4.5 7" Nickel ZPM0001PNT

Waterproof Zipper #5 O Zipper Double Cursor Combi ZP0001PROM...

Waterproof Zipper - O Zipper Double Cursor Combi
ZP0001PROMO - ZP0001PROMO -

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/hidden-zipper-3-55-cm-9,65-navy-blue-sbs-168-colors-closed-end-zp0008promo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/pant-zipper-metal-zipper-4.5-7-nickel-zpm0001pnt?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/waterproof-zipper-o-zipper-double-cursor-combi-zp0001promo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zipper #5 18 cm 7,08" Coat Pocket Mustard SBS 092 Color Clos...

Zipper #5 18 cm 7,08" Coat Pocket Mustard SBS 092
Color Closed End Metal Jacket Zippers

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/zipper-5-18-cm-7,08-coat-pocket-mustard-sbs-092-color-closed-end-zp0010promo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zippers

100 cm #5 39,37" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zipp...

100 cm #5 39,37" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers...

100 cm #5 39,37" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK0...

100 cm, 39,37"  #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. Available in various
colors and lengths. Please note: actual colors may
differ from the picture depending on computer
settings. Please review the product specifications for
more detailed inform...

100 cm #5 39,37" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separat...

100 cm #5 39,37" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/100-cm-5-39,37-aquaguard-nylon-water-repellent-jacket-zipper-open-end-separated-zpw0100t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/100-cm-5-39,37-molded-plastic-jacket-zipper-separated-zpk0100t5?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/100-cm-5-39,37-nylon-coil-jacket-zipper-open-end-separeted-zps0100t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zippers

100 cm #5 39,37" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Ope...

100 cm #5 39,37" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an ...

12 cm #5 4,70" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Close End ZPK001...

12 cm 4,70" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has 5 (5
mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5
cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available...

12 cm #5 4,70" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Close...

12 cm #5 4,70" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, close ended zippers are ideal for use on
jackets, coats and functional zippers in different
sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil jacket
zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper abroad.
Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way zipper. It
has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color has a
metallic appearance and some colors are offered in
the options. It has an upper e...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/100-cm-5-39,37-nylon-coil-metallic-teeth-jacket-zipper-open-end-separeted-zpsm0100t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/12-cm-5-4,70-molded-plastic-jacket-zipper-close-end-zpk0012t5?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/12-cm-5-4,70-nylon-coil-metallic-teeth-jacket-zipper-close-end-zpsm0012t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zippers

14 cm #5 5,51" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zipper...

14 cm #5 5,51" waterproof jacket zipper, Close-ended
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type 10 zipper is
called #5 waterproof zipper or water repellent zipper
abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-way zipper, close-
ended - separate zippers are ideal for u...

14 cm #5 5,51" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Close End ZPK001...

20 cm 5,50" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has 5 (5
mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5
cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available in various colors and
lengths. Please note: actual colors may differ from the
picture depending on computer settings. Please
review the product specifications for more detailed
information. We usual...

14 cm #5 5,51" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Close End ZPS0014T10

14 cm #5 5,51" nylon coat zipper, close-ended zippers
are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper name is Nylon
coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper abroad.
Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,close
ended zippers are ideal for use...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/14-cm-5-5,51-aquaguard-nylon-water-repellent-jacket-zipper-close-end-zpw0014t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/14-cm-5-5,51-molded-plastic-jacket-zipper-close-end-zpk0014t5?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/14-cm-5-23,62-nylon-coil-jacket-zipper-close-end-zps0014t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zippers

14 cm #5 5,51" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Close...

14 cm #5 5,51" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, close ended zippers are ideal for use on
jackets, coats and functional zippers in different
sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil jacket
zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper abroad.
Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way zipper. It
has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color has a
metallic appearance and some colors are offered in
the options. It has an upper e...

16 cm #5 6,30" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zipper...

16 cm #5 6,30" waterproof jacket zipper, Close-ended
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type 10 zipper is
called #5 waterproof zipper or water repellent zipper
abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-way zipper, close-
ended - separate zippers are ideal for u...

16 cm #5 6,30" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Close End ZPK001...

16 cm 6,30" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has 5 (5
mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5
cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available in various colors and
lengths. Please note: actual colors may differ from the
picture depending on computer settings. Please
review the product specifications for more detailed
information. We usual...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/14-cm-5-5,51-nylon-coil-metallic-teeth-jacket-zipper-close-end-zpsm0014t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/16-cm-5-6,30-aquaguard-nylon-water-repellent-jacket-zipper-close-end-zpw0016t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/16-cm-5-6,30-molded-plastic-jacket-zipper-close-end-zpk0016t5?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zippers

16 cm #5 6,30" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Close End ZPS0016T10

16 cm #5 6,30" nylon coat zipper, close end zippers
are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper name is Nylon
coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper abroad.
Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. ...

16 cm #5 6,30" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Close...

16 cm #5 6,30" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, close ended zippers are ideal for use on
jackets, coats and functional zippers in different
sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil jacket
zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper abroad.
Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way zipper. It
has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color has a
metallic appearance and some colors are offered in
the options. It has an upper e...

18 Cm #3 7,10" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper ZP...

18 Cm #3 7,10" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tull...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/16-cm-5-6,30-nylon-coil-jacket-zipper-close-end-zps0016t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/16-cm-5-6,30-nylon-coil-metallic-teeth-jacket-zipper-close-end-zpsm0016t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/18-cm-3-7,10-hidden-zipper-tulle-dress-and-skirt-zipper-zpg0018tul?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zippers

18 cm #5 7,10" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zipper...

18 cm #5 7,10" waterproof jacket zipper, Close-ended
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type 10 zipper is
called #5 waterproof zipper or water repellent zipper
abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-way zipper, close-
ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on jackets.
It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock. Our
cursor types are available in va...

18 cm #5 7,10" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Close End ZPK001...

20 cm 7,10" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has 5 (5
mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5
cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available...

18 cm #5 7,10" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Close End ZPS0018T10

18 cm #5 7,10" nylon coat zipper, close end zippers
are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper name is Nylon
coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper abroad.
Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper, close
end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has a tooth
size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color matches the zipper, it
has an upper extension of 2.5 cm - 1" and the slider -
cursor has an automatic lock. Our cursor types are
available in...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/18-cm-5-7,10-aquaguard-nylon-water-repellent-jacket-zipper-close-end-zpw0018t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/18-cm-5-7,10-molded-plastic-jacket-zipper-close-end-zpk0018t5?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/18-cm-5-7,10-nylon-coil-jacket-zipper-close-end-zps0018t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zippers

18 cm #5 7,10" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Close...

18 cm #5 7,10" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, close ended zippers are ideal for use on
jackets, coats and functional zippers in different
sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil jacket
zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zip...

18 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed ...

18 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168
Colors Closed End ZP0006PROMO - ZP0005PROMO -
Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

20 Cm #3 7,90" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper ZP...

20 cm #3 7,90" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zip...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/18-cm-5-7,10-nylon-coil-metallic-teeth-jacket-zipper-close-end-zpsm0018t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/18-cm-coat-pocket-zipper-5-navy-blue-sbs-168-colors-closed-end-zp0006promo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/20-cm-3-7,90-hidden-zipper-tulle-dress-and-skirt-zipper-zpg0020tul?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zippers

20 cm #5 7,90" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zipper...

20 cm #5 7,90" waterproof jacket zipper, Close-ended
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type 10 zipper is
called #5 waterproof zipper or water repellent zipper
abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-way zipper, close-
ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on jackets.
It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock. Our
cursor types are available in va...

20 cm #5 7,90" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Close End ZPK002...

20 cm 7,90" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has 5 (5
mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5
cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available...

20 cm #5 7,90" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Close End ZPS0020T10

20 cm #5 7,90" nylon coat zipper, close end zippers
are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper name is Nylon
coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper abroad.
Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper, close
end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has a tooth
size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color matches the zipper, it
has an upper extension of 2.5 cm - 1" and the slider -
cursor has an automatic lock. Our cursor types are
available in...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/20-cm-5-7,90-aquaguard-nylon-water-repellent-jacket-zipper-close-end-zpw0020t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/20-cm-5-7,90-molded-plastic-jacket-zipper-close-end-zpk0020t5?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/20-cm-5-7,90-nylon-coil-jacket-zipper-close-end-zps0020t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zippers

20 cm #5 7,90" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Close...

20 cm #5 7,90" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, close ended zippers are ideal for use on
jackets, coats and functional zippers in different
sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil jacket
zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zip...

20 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed ...

20 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168
Colors Closed End ZP0005PROMO - ZP0004PROMO -
Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

22 Cm #3 8,66" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper ZP...

22 Cm #3 8,66" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zip...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/20-cm-5-7,90-nylon-coil-metallic-teeth-jacket-zipper-close-end-zpsm0020t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/20-cm-coat-pocket-zipper-5-navy-blue-sbs-168-colors-closed-end-zp0005promo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/22-cm-3-8,66-hidden-zipper-tulle-dress-and-skirt-zipper-zpg0022tul?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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25 Cm #3 9,84" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper ZP...

25 Cm #3 9,84" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zippers are ideal for
use as one-way zippers, closed end - bottom zippers.
It has a tooth size of 3 (3 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - cursor ...

30 Cm #3 11,81" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

30 Cm #3 11,81" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zi...

35 Cm #3 13,78" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

35 Cm #3 13,78" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zippers are ideal for
use as one-way zippers, closed end - bottom zippers.
It has a tooth size of 3 (3 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - c...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/25-cm-3-9,84-hidden-zipper-tulle-dress-and-skirt-zipper-zpg0025tul?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/30-cm-3-11,81-hidden-zipper-tulle-dress-and-skirt-zipper-zpg0030tul?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/35-cm-3-13,78-hidden-zipper-tulle-dress-and-skirt-zipper-zpg0035tul?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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35 Cm #3 13,78" Hidden Zipper Tulle White Dress and Skirt Zi...

Since the product is export surplus, it is sold at a
discounted price. 35 Cm #3 13,78" hidden tulle zipper,
with bottom - closed-end zippers are ideal for use on
dresses, skirts, children's clothing, pillow cases, home
textiles, inner bag pocket...

35 cm #5 13,78" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

35 cm #5 13,78" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...

40 Cm #3 15,75" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

40 Cm #3 15,75" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tul...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/35-cm-3-13,78-hidden-zipper-tulle-white-dress-and-skirt-zipper-zpg0035tulpromo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/35-cm-5-13,78-nylon-coil-metallic-teeth-jacket-zipper-open-end-separeted-zpsm0035t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/40-cm-3-15,75-hidden-zipper-tulle-dress-and-skirt-zipper-zpg0040tul?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zippers

40 cm #5 15,75" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

40 cm #5 waterproof jacket zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type 10
zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are available in vari...

40 cm #5 15,75" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

40 cm #5 15,75" molded plactic jacket zipper, separate
- open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has
5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Availa...

40 cm #5 15,75" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

40 cm #5 15,75" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
cm - 1" and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock.
Our cursor ty...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/40-cm-5-15,75-aquaguard-nylon-water-repellent-jacket-zipper-open-end-separated-zpw0040t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/40-cm-5-15,75-molded-plastic-jacket-zipper-separated-zpk0040t5?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/40-cm-5-15,75-nylon-coil-jacket-zipper-open-end-separeted-zps0040t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zippers

40 cm #5 15,75" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

40 cm #5 15,75" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jack...

45 cm #5 17,71" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

45 cm #5 17,71" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are avail...

45 cm #5 17,71" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

45 cm #5 17,71" molded plactic jacket zipper, separate
- open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has
5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. A...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/40-cm-5-15,75-nylon-coil-metallic-teeth-jacket-zipper-open-end-separeted-zps0040t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/45-cm-5-17,71-aquaguard-nylon-water-repellent-jacket-zipper-open-end-separated-zpw0045t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/45-cm-5-17,71-molded-plastic-jacket-zipper-separated-zpk0045t5?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zippers

45 cm #5 17,71" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

45 cm #5 17,71" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
cm - 1" and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock.
Our curs...

45 cm #5 17,71" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

45 cm #5 17,71" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zi...

50 Cm #3 19,70" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

50 Cm #3 19,70" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zippers are ideal for
use as one-way zippers, closed end - bottom zippers.
It has a tooth size of 3 (3 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - c...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/45-cm-5-17,71-nylon-coil-jacket-zipper-open-end-separeted-zps0045t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/45-cm-5-17,71-nylon-coil-metallic-teeth-jacket-zipper-open-end-separeted-zpsm0045t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/50-cm-3-19,70-hidden-zipper-tulle-dress-and-skirt-zipper-zpg0050tul?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zippers

50 cm #5 19,70" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

50 cm #5 19,70" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are i...

50 cm #5 19,70" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

50cm 19,70" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, separate
- open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has
5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available in various colors and
lengths. Please note: actual colors may differ from the
picture depending on computer settings. Please
review the product specifications for more detailed
information. We usu...

50 cm #5 19,70" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

50 cm #5 19,70" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are i...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/50-cm-5-19,70-aquaguard-nylon-water-repellent-jacket-zipper-open-end-separated-zpw0050t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/50-cm-5-19,70-molded-plastic-jacket-zipper-separated-zpk0050t5?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/50-cm-5-19,70-nylon-coil-jacket-zipper-open-end-separeted-zps0050t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zippers

50 cm #5 19,70" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

50 cm #5 19,70" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...

55 cm #5 21,66" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

55 cm #5 21,66" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are i...

55 cm #5 21,66" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

55 cm 21,64" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, separate
- open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has
5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available in various colors and
lengths. Please note: actual colors may differ from the
picture depending on computer settings. Please
review the product specifications for more detailed
information. We us...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/50-cm-5-19,70-nylon-coil-metallic-teeth-jacket-zipper-open-end-separeted-zpsm0050t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/55-cm-5-21,66-aquaguard-nylon-water-repellent-jacket-zipper-open-end-separated-zpw0055t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/55-cm-5-21,66-molded-plastic-jacket-zipper-separated-zpk0055t5?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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55 cm #5 21,66" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

55 cm #5 21,66" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers ...

55 cm #5 21,66" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

55 cm #5 21,66" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...

60 Cm #3 23,62" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

60 Cm #3 23,62" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tul...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/55-cm-5-21,66-nylon-coil-jacket-zipper-open-end-separeted-zps0055t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/55-cm-5-21,66-nylon-coil-metallic-teeth-jacket-zipper-open-end-separeted-zpsm0055t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/60-cm-3-23,62-hidden-zipper-tulle-dress-and-skirt-zipper-zpg0060tul?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zippers

60 cm #5 23,62" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

60 cm #5 23,62" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are avail...

60 cm #5 23,62" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

60 cm #5 23,62" molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. A...

60 cm #5 23,62" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

60 cm #5 23,62" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
cm - 1" and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock.
Our cursor ty...

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/60-cm-5-23,62-aquaguard-nylon-water-repellent-jacket-zipper-open-end-separated-zpw0060t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/60-cm-5-molded-plastic-jacket-zipper-separated-zpk0001t5?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/60-cm-5-23,62-nylon-coil-jacket-zipper-open-end-separeted-zps0060t10?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Zippers

60 cm #5 23,62" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

60 cm #5 23,62" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zi...

60 cm Jacket Zipper #5 Open End Separated Mustard SBS 092 Co...

60 cm Jacket Zipper #5 Open End Separated
Mustard SBS 092 Color Metal Jacket Zippers

65 cm #5 25,60" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

65 cm #5 25,60" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are i...

View More

View More
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Zippers

65 cm #5 25,60" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

65 cm 25,60" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. Available in various
colors and lengths. Please note: actual colors may
differ from the picture depending on computer
settings. Please review the product specifications for
more detailed information. We us...

65 cm #5 25,60" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

65 cm #5 25,60" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers ...

65 cm #5 25,60" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

65 cm #5 25,60" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...
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Zippers

70 Cm #3 27,55" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

70 Cm #3 27,55" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tul...

70 cm #5 27,55" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

70 cm #5 27,55" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are ...

70 cm #5 27,55" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

70 cm 27,55" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, separate
- open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has
5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Availa...
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Zippers

70 cm #5 27,55" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

70 cm #5 27,55" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
cm - 1" and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock.
Our cursor types a...

70 cm #5 27,55" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

70 cm #5 27,55" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zi...

75 cm #5 29,53" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

75 cm #5 29,53" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are ...
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Zippers

75 cm #5 29,53" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

75 cm 29,53" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. A...

75 cm #5 29,53" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

75 cm #5 25,60" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
cm - 1" and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock.
Our curs...

75 cm #5 29,53" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

75 cm #5 29,53" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zi...
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Zippers

75 cm 29,53" #6 Chunky Zipper For jackets Combi Slider Open ...

75 cm 29,53" #6 chunky zipper for jackets , separate -
open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has 5
(5 mm) teeth size, zipper matching the teeth color, 2.5
cm top extension and slider - cursor is automatically
locked. It is made of antique silver color combi slider,
matte dark gray (silver) color teeth color and black
tape. The product can be produced to order in
different lengths. Please note: actual colors may differ
from the pi...

80 cm #5 31,50" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

80 cm #5 31,50" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers ...

80 cm #5 31,50" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Metalized Teeth...

80 cm, 31,50" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper with
metalized theet, separate - open end zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. Available in
various colors and lengths. Please note: actual colors
may differ from the picture depending on computer
settings. Please review the product specifications for
more detail...
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Zippers

80 cm #5 31,50" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

80 cm, 31,50" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. Avail...

80 cm #5 31,50" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

80 cm #5 31,50" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
cm - 1" and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock.
Our cursor types a...

80 cm #5 31,50" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

80 cm #5 31,50" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zi...
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Zippers

85 cm #5 33,47" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

85 cm #5 33,47" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are ...

85 cm #5 33,47" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

85 cm, 33,47" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. ...

85 cm #5 33,47" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

85 cm #5 33,47" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
cm - 1" and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock.
Our curs...
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Zippers

85 cm #5 33,47" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

85 cm #5 33,47" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zi...

90 cm #5 35,44" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

90 cm #5 35,44" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are ...

90 cm #5 35,44" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

90 cm, 35,44"  #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically lo...
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90 cm #5 35,44" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

90 cm #5 35,44" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
cm - 1" and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock.
Our cursor types a...

90 cm #5 35,44" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

90 cm #5 35,44" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jack...

95 cm #5 37,40" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

95 cm #5 37,40" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are ...
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95 cm #5 37,40" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

95 cm, 37,40"  #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatical...

95 cm #5 37,40" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

95 cm #5 37,40" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
cm - 1" and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock.
Our cursor ty...

95 cm #5 37,40" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

95 cm #5 37,40" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jack...
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Coat Zipper 50 cm #5 19,7" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors ZP0009PR...

Coat Zipper 50 cm #5 19,7" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors
ZP0009PROMO - ZP0009PROMO - Nylon Coil Jacket
Zippers

Coat Zipper 65 cm #5 Light Blue SBS 145 Colors ZP0003PROMO

Coat Zipper 65 cm #5 Light Blue SBS 145 Colors
ZP0003PROMO - ZP0001PROMO - Discounted Zippers
- Assorted Zippers

Coat Zipper 70 cm #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors ZP0004PROMO

Coat Zipper 70 cm #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors
ZP0004PROMO - ZP0003PROMO - Discounted
Zippers - Assorted Zippers
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Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Mustard SBS 092 Color Closed End...

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Mustard SBS 092 Color
Closed End Invisible Nylon Zippers

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed ...

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors
Closed End ZP0007PROMO - ZP0007PROMO - Nylon
Coil Jacket Zippers

Hidden Zipper #3 55 cm 9,65" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed...

Hidden Zipper #3 55 cm 9,65" Navy Blue SBS 168
Colors Closed End ZP0008PROMO - ZP0007PROMO -
Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers
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Zippers

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 100 cm #6 39,37" With Corn Teet...

100 cm, 39,37"  #6 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, chunky zipper with
corn teeth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1 mm teeth
thickness difference between T5 and T6, and there is
no significant difference in the image. T5 is an
international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
generally used...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 12 Cm #6 4,70" With Corn Teeth ...

12 cm 4,70" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has
6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically lo...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 14 Cm #6 5,51" With Corn Teeth ...

14 cm 5,51" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has
6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. There is a 1 mm teeth thickness
difference between T5 and T6, and there is no
significant difference in the image. T5 is an
international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
generally used in our...
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Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 16 Cm #6 6,30" With Corn Teeth ...

16 cm 6,30" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has
6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically lo...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 18 Cm #6 7,10" With Corn Teeth ...

18 cm 7,10" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has
6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. There is a 1 mm teeth thickness
difference between T5 and T6, and there is no
significant difference in the image. T5 is an
international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
generally used in our coun...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 20 Cm #6 7,90" With Corn Teeth ...

20 cm 7,90" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has
6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked....
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Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 40 Cm #6 15,75" With Corn Teeth...

40 cm, 15,75" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
g...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 45 Cm #6 17,71" With Corn Teeth...

45 cm, 17,71" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with corn
teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for use
on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 50 Cm #6 19,70" With Corn Teeth...

50 cm, 19,70" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth ...
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Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 55 Cm #6 21,66" With Corn Teeth...

55 cm, 21,66" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 60 Cm #6 23,62" With Corn Teeth...

60 cm, 23,62" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth ...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 65 Cm #6 25,60" With Corn Teeth...

65 cm, 25,60" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor...
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Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 70 Cm #6 27,55" With Corn Teeth...

70 cm, 27,55" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth ...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 75 Cm #6 29,53" With Corn Teeth...

75 cm, 29,53" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 80 Cm #6 31,50" With Corn Teeth...

80 cm, 31,50" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
g...
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Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 85 cm #6 33,47" With Corn Teeth...

85 cm, 33,47" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - c...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 90 cm #6 35,44" With Corn Teeth...

90 cm, 35,44"  #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
gener...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 95 cm #6 37,40" With CornTeeth ...

95 cm, 37,40"  #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and...
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Molded Zipper 100 cm, 39,37" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open E...

100 cm, 39,37" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an in...

Molded Zipper 14 cm, 5,51" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Close En...

14 cm, 5,51" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matc...

Molded Zipper 16 cm, 6,30" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Close En...

16 cm, 6,30" #9  molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is...
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Molded Zipper 18 cm, 7,10" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Close En...

18 cm, 7,10" #9  molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches ...

Molded Zipper 20 cm, 7,90" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Close En...

20 cm, 7,90" #9  molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is...

Molded Zipper 30 cm, 11,81" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Close E...

30 cm, 11,81" #9  molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches...
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Molded Zipper 30 cm, 11,81" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

30 cm, 11,81" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an int...

Molded Zipper 35 cm, 13,78" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

35 cm, 13,78" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the t...

Molded Zipper 40 cm, 15,75" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

40 cm, 15,75" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an int...
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Molded Zipper 45 cm, 17,71" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

45 cm, 17,71" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the tee...

Molded Zipper 50 cm, 19,70" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

50 cm, 19,70" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an int...

Molded Zipper 55 cm, 21,66" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

55 cm, 21,66" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the tee...
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Zippers

Molded Zipper 60 cm, 23,62" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

60 cm, 23,62" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an int...

Molded Zipper 65 cm, 25,60" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

65 cm, 25,60" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the tee...

Molded Zipper 70 cm, 27,55" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

70 cm, 27,55" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is a...
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Zippers

Molded Zipper 75 cm, 29,53" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

75 cm, 29,53" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches th...

Molded Zipper 80 cm, 31,50" #6 Corn Metalized Teeth Open End...

80 cm, 31,50" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn metalized teeth, separate - open end zippers are
ideal for use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size,
zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top
extension and slider - cursor is automatically locked.
There is a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between
T5 and T6, and there is no significant difference in the
image. T5 is an international standard, and T6 zipper
t...

Molded Zipper 80 cm, 31,50" #9 Metal Imatation Metalized Tee...

80 cm, 31,50" #9 molded plactic jacket zipper with
metal imitation metalized teeth, separate - open end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has 8 (8 mm)
teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm -
1" top extensio...
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Zippers

Molded Zipper 80 cm, 31,50" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

80 cm, 31,50" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an int...

Molded Zipper 85 cm, 33,47" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

85 cm, 33,47" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the tee...

Molded Zipper 90 cm, 35,44" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

90 cm, 35,44" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open end
 are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is a...
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Zippers

Molded Zipper 95 cm, 37,40" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

95 cm, 37,40" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with Open End -
Separe are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home
textiles and many other items. It has a teeth size of
9 (9 mm), a zipper that matches...

Pant Zipper Metal Zipper #4.5 7" Nickel ZPM0001PNT

Pant Zipper Metal Zipper #4.5 7" Nickel ZPM0001PNT

Waterproof Zipper #5 O Zipper Double Cursor Combi ZP0001PROM...

Waterproof Zipper - O Zipper Double Cursor Combi
ZP0001PROMO - ZP0001PROMO -
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Zippers

Zipper #5 18 cm 7,08" Coat Pocket Mustard SBS 092 Color Clos...

Zipper #5 18 cm 7,08" Coat Pocket Mustard SBS 092
Color Closed End Metal Jacket Zippers
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Jacket Zippers

100 cm #5 39,37" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zipp...

100 cm #5 39,37" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers...

100 cm #5 39,37" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK0...

100 cm, 39,37"  #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. Available in various
colors and lengths. Please note: actual colors may
differ from the picture depending on computer
settings. Please review the product specifications for
more detailed inform...

100 cm #5 39,37" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separat...

100 cm #5 39,37" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal...
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Jacket Zippers

100 cm #5 39,37" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Ope...

100 cm #5 39,37" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an ...

12 cm #5 4,70" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Close End ZPK001...

12 cm 4,70" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has 5 (5
mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5
cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available...

12 cm #5 4,70" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Close...

12 cm #5 4,70" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, close ended zippers are ideal for use on
jackets, coats and functional zippers in different
sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil jacket
zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper abroad.
Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way zipper. It
has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color has a
metallic appearance and some colors are offered in
the options. It has an upper e...
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Jacket Zippers

14 cm #5 5,51" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zipper...

14 cm #5 5,51" waterproof jacket zipper, Close-ended
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type 10 zipper is
called #5 waterproof zipper or water repellent zipper
abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-way zipper, close-
ended - separate zippers are ideal for u...

14 cm #5 5,51" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Close End ZPK001...

20 cm 5,50" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has 5 (5
mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5
cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available in various colors and
lengths. Please note: actual colors may differ from the
picture depending on computer settings. Please
review the product specifications for more detailed
information. We usual...

14 cm #5 5,51" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Close End ZPS0014T10

14 cm #5 5,51" nylon coat zipper, close-ended zippers
are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper name is Nylon
coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper abroad.
Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,close
ended zippers are ideal for use...
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Jacket Zippers

14 cm #5 5,51" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Close...

14 cm #5 5,51" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, close ended zippers are ideal for use on
jackets, coats and functional zippers in different
sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil jacket
zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper abroad.
Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way zipper. It
has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color has a
metallic appearance and some colors are offered in
the options. It has an upper e...

16 cm #5 6,30" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zipper...

16 cm #5 6,30" waterproof jacket zipper, Close-ended
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type 10 zipper is
called #5 waterproof zipper or water repellent zipper
abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-way zipper, close-
ended - separate zippers are ideal for u...

16 cm #5 6,30" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Close End ZPK001...

16 cm 6,30" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has 5 (5
mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5
cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available in various colors and
lengths. Please note: actual colors may differ from the
picture depending on computer settings. Please
review the product specifications for more detailed
information. We usual...
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Jacket Zippers

16 cm #5 6,30" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Close End ZPS0016T10

16 cm #5 6,30" nylon coat zipper, close end zippers
are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper name is Nylon
coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper abroad.
Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. ...

16 cm #5 6,30" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Close...

16 cm #5 6,30" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, close ended zippers are ideal for use on
jackets, coats and functional zippers in different
sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil jacket
zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper abroad.
Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way zipper. It
has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color has a
metallic appearance and some colors are offered in
the options. It has an upper e...

18 cm #5 7,10" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zipper...

18 cm #5 7,10" waterproof jacket zipper, Close-ended
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type 10 zipper is
called #5 waterproof zipper or water repellent zipper
abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-way zipper, close-
ended - separate zippers are ideal for u...
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Jacket Zippers

18 cm #5 7,10" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Close End ZPK001...

20 cm 7,10" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has 5 (5
mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5
cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available in various colors and
lengths. Please note: actual colors may differ from the
picture depending on computer settings. Please
review the product specifications for more detailed
information. We usual...

18 cm #5 7,10" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Close End ZPS0018T10

18 cm #5 7,10" nylon coat zipper, close end zippers
are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper name is Nylon
coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper abroad.
Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper, close
end zippers are ideal for use on jack...

18 cm #5 7,10" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Close...

18 cm #5 7,10" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, close ended zippers are ideal for use on
jackets, coats and functional zippers in different
sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil jacket
zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper abroad.
Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way zipper. It
has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color has a
metallic appearance and some colors are offered in
the options. It has an upper e...
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Jacket Zippers

18 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed ...

18 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168
Colors Closed End ZP0006PROMO - ZP0005PROMO -
Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

20 cm #5 7,90" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zipper...

20 cm #5 7,90" waterproof jacket zipper, Close-ended
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type 10 zipper is
called #5 waterproof zipper or water repellent zipper
abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-way zipper, close-
ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on jackets.
It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock. Our
cursor types are available in va...

20 cm #5 7,90" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Close End ZPK002...

20 cm 7,90" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has 5 (5
mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5
cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available...
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Jacket Zippers

20 cm #5 7,90" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Close End ZPS0020T10

20 cm #5 7,90" nylon coat zipper, close end zippers
are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper name is Nylon
coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper abroad.
Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper, close
end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has a tooth
size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color matches the zipper, it
has an upper extension of 2.5 cm - 1" and the slider -
cursor has an automatic lock. Our cursor types are
available in...

20 cm #5 7,90" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Close...

20 cm #5 7,90" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, close ended zippers are ideal for use on
jackets, coats and functional zippers in different
sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil jacket
zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zip...

20 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed ...

20 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168
Colors Closed End ZP0005PROMO - ZP0004PROMO -
Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers
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Jacket Zippers

35 cm #5 13,78" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

35 cm #5 13,78" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zi...

40 cm #5 15,75" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

40 cm #5 waterproof jacket zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type 10
zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are available in vari...

40 cm #5 15,75" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

40 cm #5 15,75" molded plactic jacket zipper, separate
- open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has
5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Availa...
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Jacket Zippers

40 cm #5 15,75" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

40 cm #5 15,75" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
cm - 1" and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock.
Our cursor ty...

40 cm #5 15,75" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

40 cm #5 15,75" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jack...

45 cm #5 17,71" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

45 cm #5 17,71" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are avail...
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Jacket Zippers

45 cm #5 17,71" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

45 cm #5 17,71" molded plactic jacket zipper, separate
- open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has
5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. A...

45 cm #5 17,71" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

45 cm #5 17,71" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
cm - 1" and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock.
Our curs...

45 cm #5 17,71" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

45 cm #5 17,71" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zi...
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Jacket Zippers

50 cm #5 19,70" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

50 cm #5 19,70" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are avail...

50 cm #5 19,70" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

50cm 19,70" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, separate
- open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has
5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Availab...

50 cm #5 19,70" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

50 cm #5 19,70" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
cm - 1" and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock.
Our cursor ty...
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Jacket Zippers

50 cm #5 19,70" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

50 cm #5 19,70" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zi...

55 cm #5 21,66" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

55 cm #5 21,66" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are avail...

55 cm #5 21,66" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

55 cm 21,64" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, separate
- open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has
5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Availa...
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Jacket Zippers

55 cm #5 21,66" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

55 cm #5 21,66" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
cm - 1" and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock.
Our curs...

55 cm #5 21,66" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

55 cm #5 21,66" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zi...

60 cm #5 23,62" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

60 cm #5 23,62" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are avail...
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Jacket Zippers

60 cm #5 23,62" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

60 cm #5 23,62" molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. A...

60 cm #5 23,62" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

60 cm #5 23,62" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
cm - 1" and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock.
Our cursor ty...

60 cm #5 23,62" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

60 cm #5 23,62" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zi...
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Jacket Zippers

60 cm Jacket Zipper #5 Open End Separated Mustard SBS 092 Co...

60 cm Jacket Zipper #5 Open End Separated
Mustard SBS 092 Color Metal Jacket Zippers

65 cm #5 25,60" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

65 cm #5 25,60" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are i...

65 cm #5 25,60" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

65 cm 25,60" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. Available in various
colors and lengths. Please note: actual colors may
differ from the picture depending on computer
settings. Please review the product specifications for
more detailed information. We us...
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Jacket Zippers

65 cm #5 25,60" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

65 cm #5 25,60" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers ...

65 cm #5 25,60" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

65 cm #5 25,60" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...

70 cm #5 27,55" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

70 cm #5 27,55" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers ...
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Jacket Zippers

70 cm #5 27,55" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

70 cm 27,55" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, separate
- open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has
5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available in various colors and
lengths. Please note: actual colors may differ from the
picture depending on computer settings. Please
review the product specifications for more detailed
information. We us...

70 cm #5 27,55" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

70 cm #5 27,55" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal ...

70 cm #5 27,55" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

70 cm #5 27,55" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...

View More

View More
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Jacket Zippers

75 cm #5 29,53" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

75 cm #5 29,53" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers ...

75 cm #5 29,53" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

75 cm 29,53" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. Available in various
colors and lengths. Please note: actual colors may
differ from the picture depending on computer
settings. Please review the product specifications for
more detailed information. ...

75 cm #5 29,53" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

75 cm #5 25,60" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers ...
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Jacket Zippers

75 cm #5 29,53" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

75 cm #5 29,53" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...

75 cm 29,53" #6 Chunky Zipper For jackets Combi Slider Open ...

75 cm 29,53" #6 chunky zipper for jackets , separate -
open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has 5
(5 mm) teeth size, zipper matching the teeth color, 2.5
cm top extension and slider - cursor is automatically
locked. It is made of an...

80 cm #5 31,50" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

80 cm #5 31,50" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are ...
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Jacket Zippers

80 cm #5 31,50" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Metalized Teeth...

80 cm, 31,50" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper with
metalized theet, separate - open end zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automa...

80 cm #5 31,50" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

80 cm, 31,50" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. Available in various
colors and lengths. Please note: actual colors may
differ from the picture depending on computer
settings. Please review the product specifications for
more detailed information. We u...

80 cm #5 31,50" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

80 cm #5 31,50" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal ...
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Jacket Zippers

80 cm #5 31,50" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

80 cm #5 31,50" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...

85 cm #5 33,47" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

85 cm #5 33,47" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers ...

85 cm #5 33,47" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

85 cm, 33,47" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. Available in various
colors and lengths. Please note: actual colors may
differ from the picture depending on computer
settings. Please review the product specifications for
more detailed information....
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Jacket Zippers

85 cm #5 33,47" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

85 cm #5 33,47" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers ...

85 cm #5 33,47" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

85 cm #5 33,47" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...

90 cm #5 35,44" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

90 cm #5 35,44" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers ...
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Jacket Zippers

90 cm #5 35,44" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

90 cm, 35,44"  #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. Available in various
colors and lengths. Please note: actual colors may
differ from the picture depending on computer
settings. Please review the product specifications for
more detailed informa...

90 cm #5 35,44" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

90 cm #5 35,44" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal ...

90 cm #5 35,44" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

90 cm #5 35,44" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an u...
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Jacket Zippers

95 cm #5 37,40" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

95 cm #5 37,40" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers ...

95 cm #5 37,40" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

95 cm, 37,40"  #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. Available in various
colors and lengths. Please note: actual colors may
differ from the picture depending on computer
settings. Please review the product specifications for
more detailed in...

95 cm #5 37,40" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

95 cm #5 37,40" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are i...
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Jacket Zippers

95 cm #5 37,40" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

95 cm #5 37,40" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an u...

Coat Zipper 50 cm #5 19,7" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors ZP0009PR...

Coat Zipper 50 cm #5 19,7" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors
ZP0009PROMO - ZP0009PROMO - Nylon Coil Jacket
Zippers

Coat Zipper 65 cm #5 Light Blue SBS 145 Colors ZP0003PROMO

Coat Zipper 65 cm #5 Light Blue SBS 145 Colors
ZP0003PROMO - ZP0001PROMO - Discounted Zippers
- Assorted Zippers
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Jacket Zippers

Coat Zipper 70 cm #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors ZP0004PROMO

Coat Zipper 70 cm #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors
ZP0004PROMO - ZP0003PROMO - Discounted
Zippers - Assorted Zippers

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 100 cm #6 39,37" With Corn Teet...

100 cm, 39,37"  #6 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, chunky zipper with
corn teeth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1 mm teeth
thickness difference between T5 and T6, and there is
no significant difference in the image. T5 is an
international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
generally used...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 12 Cm #6 4,70" With Corn Teeth ...

12 cm 4,70" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has
6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically lo...
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Jacket Zippers

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 14 Cm #6 5,51" With Corn Teeth ...

14 cm 5,51" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has
6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. There is a 1 mm teeth thickness
difference between T5 and T6, and there is no
significant difference in the image. T5 is an
international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
generally used in our...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 16 Cm #6 6,30" With Corn Teeth ...

16 cm 6,30" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has
6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically lo...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 18 Cm #6 7,10" With Corn Teeth ...

18 cm 7,10" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has
6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. There is a 1 mm teeth thickness
difference between T5 and T6, and there is no
significant difference in the image. T5 is an
international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
generally used in our coun...

View More

View More
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Jacket Zippers

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 20 Cm #6 7,90" With Corn Teeth ...

20 cm 7,90" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has
6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked....

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 40 Cm #6 15,75" With Corn Teeth...

40 cm, 15,75" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
g...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 45 Cm #6 17,71" With Corn Teeth...

45 cm, 17,71" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with corn
teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for use
on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor...
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View More
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Jacket Zippers

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 50 Cm #6 19,70" With Corn Teeth...

50 cm, 19,70" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth ...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 55 Cm #6 21,66" With Corn Teeth...

55 cm, 21,66" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 60 Cm #6 23,62" With Corn Teeth...

60 cm, 23,62" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth ...

View More

View More
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Jacket Zippers

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 65 Cm #6 25,60" With Corn Teeth...

65 cm, 25,60" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 70 Cm #6 27,55" With Corn Teeth...

70 cm, 27,55" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth ...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 75 Cm #6 29,53" With Corn Teeth...

75 cm, 29,53" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor...
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Jacket Zippers

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 80 Cm #6 31,50" With Corn Teeth...

80 cm, 31,50" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
g...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 85 cm #6 33,47" With Corn Teeth...

85 cm, 33,47" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - c...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 90 cm #6 35,44" With Corn Teeth...

90 cm, 35,44"  #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
gener...
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Jacket Zippers

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 95 cm #6 37,40" With CornTeeth ...

95 cm, 37,40"  #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and...

Molded Zipper 100 cm, 39,37" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open E...

100 cm, 39,37" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an in...

Molded Zipper 14 cm, 5,51" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Close En...

14 cm, 5,51" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matc...
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Jacket Zippers

Molded Zipper 16 cm, 6,30" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Close En...

16 cm, 6,30" #9  molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is...

Molded Zipper 18 cm, 7,10" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Close En...

18 cm, 7,10" #9  molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches ...

Molded Zipper 20 cm, 7,90" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Close En...

20 cm, 7,90" #9  molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is...
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Jacket Zippers

Molded Zipper 30 cm, 11,81" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Close E...

30 cm, 11,81" #9  molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches...

Molded Zipper 30 cm, 11,81" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

30 cm, 11,81" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an int...

Molded Zipper 35 cm, 13,78" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

35 cm, 13,78" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the t...
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Jacket Zippers

Molded Zipper 40 cm, 15,75" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

40 cm, 15,75" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an int...

Molded Zipper 45 cm, 17,71" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

45 cm, 17,71" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the tee...

Molded Zipper 50 cm, 19,70" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

50 cm, 19,70" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an int...
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Jacket Zippers

Molded Zipper 55 cm, 21,66" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

55 cm, 21,66" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the tee...

Molded Zipper 60 cm, 23,62" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

60 cm, 23,62" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an int...

Molded Zipper 65 cm, 25,60" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

65 cm, 25,60" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the tee...
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Jacket Zippers

Molded Zipper 70 cm, 27,55" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

70 cm, 27,55" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is a...

Molded Zipper 75 cm, 29,53" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

75 cm, 29,53" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches th...

Molded Zipper 80 cm, 31,50" #6 Corn Metalized Teeth Open End...

80 cm, 31,50" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn metalized teeth, separate - open end zippers are
ideal for use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size,
zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top
extension and slider - cursor is automatically locked.
There is a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between
T5 and T6, and there is no significant difference in the
image. T5 is an international standard, and T6 zipper
t...
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Jacket Zippers

Molded Zipper 80 cm, 31,50" #9 Metal Imatation Metalized Tee...

80 cm, 31,50" #9 molded plactic jacket zipper with
metal imitation metalized teeth, separate - open end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has 8 (8 mm)
teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm -
1" top extensio...

Molded Zipper 80 cm, 31,50" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

80 cm, 31,50" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an int...

Molded Zipper 85 cm, 33,47" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

85 cm, 33,47" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the tee...
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Jacket Zippers

Molded Zipper 90 cm, 35,44" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

90 cm, 35,44" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open end
 are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is a...

Molded Zipper 95 cm, 37,40" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

95 cm, 37,40" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with Open End -
Separe are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home
textiles and many other items. It has a teeth size of
9 (9 mm), a zipper that matches...

Zipper #5 18 cm 7,08" Coat Pocket Mustard SBS 092 Color Clos...

Zipper #5 18 cm 7,08" Coat Pocket Mustard SBS 092
Color Closed End Metal Jacket Zippers
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Nylon Coil Jacket Zippers

100 cm #5 39,37" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separat...

100 cm #5 39,37" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal...

100 cm #5 39,37" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Ope...

100 cm #5 39,37" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an ...

12 cm #5 4,70" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Close...

12 cm #5 4,70" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, close ended zippers are ideal for use on
jackets, coats and functional zippers in different
sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil jacket
zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zip...
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Nylon Coil Jacket Zippers

14 cm #5 5,51" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Close End ZPS0014T10

14 cm #5 5,51" nylon coat zipper, close-ended zippers
are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper name is Nylon
coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper abroad.
Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,close
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has a
tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color matches the
zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5 cm - 1" and the
slider - cursor has an automatic lock. Our cursor
types are avai...

14 cm #5 5,51" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Close...

14 cm #5 5,51" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, close ended zippers are ideal for use on
jackets, coats and functional zippers in different
sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil jacket
zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zip...

16 cm #5 6,30" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Close End ZPS0016T10

16 cm #5 6,30" nylon coat zipper, close end zippers
are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper name is Nylon
coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper abroad.
Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has a tooth size
of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color matches the zipper, it has
an upper extension of 2.5 cm - 1" and the slider -
cursor has an automatic lock. Our cursor types are
available in vari...
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Nylon Coil Jacket Zippers

16 cm #5 6,30" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Close...

16 cm #5 6,30" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, close ended zippers are ideal for use on
jackets, coats and functional zippers in different
sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil jacket
zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zip...

18 cm #5 7,10" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Close End ZPS0018T10

18 cm #5 7,10" nylon coat zipper, close end zippers
are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper name is Nylon
coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper abroad.
Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper, close
end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has a tooth
size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color matches the zipper, it
has an upper extension of 2.5 cm - 1" and the slider -
cursor has an automatic lock. Our cursor types are
available in...

18 cm #5 7,10" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Close...

18 cm #5 7,10" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, close ended zippers are ideal for use on
jackets, coats and functional zippers in different
sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil jacket
zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zip...
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Nylon Coil Jacket Zippers

18 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed ...

18 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168
Colors Closed End ZP0006PROMO - ZP0005PROMO -
Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

20 cm #5 7,90" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Close End ZPS0020T10

20 cm #5 7,90" nylon coat zipper, close end zippers
are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper name is Nylon
coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper abroad.
Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper, close
end zippers are ideal for use on jack...

20 cm #5 7,90" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Close...

20 cm #5 7,90" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, close ended zippers are ideal for use on
jackets, coats and functional zippers in different
sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil jacket
zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper abroad.
Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way zipper. It
has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color has a
metallic appearance and some colors are offered in
the options. It has an upper e...
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Nylon Coil Jacket Zippers

20 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed ...

20 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168
Colors Closed End ZP0005PROMO - ZP0004PROMO -
Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

35 cm #5 13,78" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

35 cm #5 13,78" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...

40 cm #5 15,75" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

40 cm #5 15,75" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are i...
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Nylon Coil Jacket Zippers

40 cm #5 15,75" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

40 cm #5 15,75" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an u...

45 cm #5 17,71" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

45 cm #5 17,71" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers ...

45 cm #5 17,71" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

45 cm #5 17,71" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...
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Nylon Coil Jacket Zippers

50 cm #5 19,70" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

50 cm #5 19,70" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are i...

50 cm #5 19,70" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

50 cm #5 19,70" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...

55 cm #5 21,66" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

55 cm #5 21,66" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers ...
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Nylon Coil Jacket Zippers

55 cm #5 21,66" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

55 cm #5 21,66" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...

60 cm #5 23,62" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

60 cm #5 23,62" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are i...

60 cm #5 23,62" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

60 cm #5 23,62" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...
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Nylon Coil Jacket Zippers

65 cm #5 25,60" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

65 cm #5 25,60" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers ...

65 cm #5 25,60" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

65 cm #5 25,60" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...

70 cm #5 27,55" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

70 cm #5 27,55" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal ...
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Nylon Coil Jacket Zippers

70 cm #5 27,55" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

70 cm #5 27,55" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...

75 cm #5 29,53" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

75 cm #5 25,60" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers ...

75 cm #5 29,53" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

75 cm #5 29,53" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...
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Nylon Coil Jacket Zippers

80 cm #5 31,50" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

80 cm #5 31,50" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal ...

80 cm #5 31,50" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

80 cm #5 31,50" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...

85 cm #5 33,47" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

85 cm #5 33,47" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers ...
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Nylon Coil Jacket Zippers

85 cm #5 33,47" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

85 cm #5 33,47" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an upper ...

90 cm #5 35,44" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

90 cm #5 35,44" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are ideal ...

90 cm #5 35,44" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

90 cm #5 35,44" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an u...
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Nylon Coil Jacket Zippers

95 cm #5 37,40" Nylon Coil Jacket Zipper Open End - Separati...

95 cm #5 37,40" nylon coat zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. #5 zipper
name is Nylon coil jacket zipper or spiral jacket zipper
abroad. Dormitory #5 nylon coil one-way zipper,
open-ended - separate zippers are i...

95 cm #5 37,40" Nylon Coil Metallic Teeth Jacket Zipper Open...

95 cm #5 37,40" metallic teeth colored nylon jacket
zipper, separate - open ended zippers are ideal for
use on jackets, coats and functional zippers in
different sectors. Type 10 zipper is called Nylon coil
jacket zipper or spiral metallic teeth jacket zipper
abroad. Internationally, #5 nylon is called one-way
zipper. It has a teeh size of 5 (5.8 mm), the teeh color
has a metallic appearance and some colors are
offered in the options. It has an u...

Coat Zipper 50 cm #5 19,7" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors ZP0009PR...

Coat Zipper 50 cm #5 19,7" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors
ZP0009PROMO - ZP0009PROMO - Nylon Coil Jacket
Zippers
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Nylon Coil Jacket Zippers

Coat Zipper 65 cm #5 Light Blue SBS 145 Colors ZP0003PROMO

Coat Zipper 65 cm #5 Light Blue SBS 145 Colors
ZP0003PROMO - ZP0001PROMO - Discounted Zippers
- Assorted Zippers

Coat Zipper 70 cm #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors ZP0004PROMO

Coat Zipper 70 cm #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors
ZP0004PROMO - ZP0003PROMO - Discounted
Zippers - Assorted Zippers
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Antique Brass Jacket Zippers

60 cm Jacket Zipper #5 Open End Separated Mustard SBS 092 Co...

60 cm Jacket Zipper #5 Open End Separated
Mustard SBS 092 Color Metal Jacket Zippers

Zipper #5 18 cm 7,08" Coat Pocket Mustard SBS 092 Color Clos...

Zipper #5 18 cm 7,08" Coat Pocket Mustard SBS 092
Color Closed End Metal Jacket Zippers
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Molded Plastic

100 cm #5 39,37" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK0...

100 cm, 39,37"  #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. Available in various
colors and lengths. Please note: actual colors may
differ from the picture depending on computer
settings. Please review the product specifications for
more detailed inform...

12 cm #5 4,70" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Close End ZPK001...

12 cm 4,70" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has 5 (5
mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5
cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available...

14 cm #5 5,51" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Close End ZPK001...

20 cm 5,50" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has 5 (5
mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5
cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available in various colors and
lengths. Please note: actual colors may differ from the
picture depending on computer settings. Please
review the product specifications for more detailed
information. We usual...
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Molded Plastic

16 cm #5 6,30" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Close End ZPK001...

16 cm 6,30" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has 5 (5
mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5
cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available...

18 cm #5 7,10" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Close End ZPK001...

20 cm 7,10" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has 5 (5
mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5
cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available in various colors and
lengths. Please note: actual colors may differ from the
picture depending on computer settings. Please
review the product specifications for more detailed
information. We usual...

20 cm #5 7,90" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Close End ZPK002...

20 cm 7,90" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has 5 (5
mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5
cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available...
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Molded Plastic

40 cm #5 15,75" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

40 cm #5 15,75" molded plactic jacket zipper, separate
- open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has
5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available in various colors and
lengths. Please note: actual colors may differ from the
picture depending on computer settings. Please
review the product specifications for more detailed
information. We us...

45 cm #5 17,71" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

45 cm #5 17,71" molded plactic jacket zipper, separate
- open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has
5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. A...

50 cm #5 19,70" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

50cm 19,70" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, separate
- open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has
5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available in various colors and
lengths. Please note: actual colors may differ from the
picture depending on computer settings. Please
review the product specifications for more detailed
information. We usu...
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Molded Plastic

55 cm #5 21,66" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

55 cm 21,64" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, separate
- open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has
5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Availa...

60 cm #5 23,62" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

60 cm #5 23,62" molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. Available in various
colors and lengths. Please note: actual colors may
differ from the picture depending on computer
settings. Please review the product specifications for
more detailed information. ...

65 cm #5 25,60" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

65 cm 25,60" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. Availa...
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Molded Plastic

70 cm #5 27,55" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

70 cm 27,55" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper, separate
- open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has
5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. Available in various colors and
lengths. Please note: actual colors may differ from the
picture depending on computer settings. Please
review the product specifications for more detailed
information. We us...

75 cm #5 29,53" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

75 cm 29,53" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. A...

75 cm 29,53" #6 Chunky Zipper For jackets Combi Slider Open ...

75 cm 29,53" #6 chunky zipper for jackets , separate -
open end zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has 5
(5 mm) teeth size, zipper matching the teeth color, 2.5
cm top extension and slider - cursor is automatically
locked. It is made of antique silver color combi slider,
matte dark gray (silver) color teeth color and black
tape. The product can be produced to order in
different lengths. Please note: actual colors may differ
from the pi...
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Molded Plastic

80 cm #5 31,50" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Metalized Teeth...

80 cm, 31,50" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper with
metalized theet, separate - open end zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automa...

80 cm #5 31,50" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

80 cm, 31,50" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. Available in various
colors and lengths. Please note: actual colors may
differ from the picture depending on computer
settings. Please review the product specifications for
more detailed information. We u...

85 cm #5 33,47" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

85 cm, 33,47" #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. ...
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Molded Plastic

90 cm #5 35,44" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

90 cm, 35,44"  #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. Available in various
colors and lengths. Please note: actual colors may
differ from the picture depending on computer
settings. Please review the product specifications for
more detailed informa...

95 cm #5 37,40" Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper Separated ZPK00...

95 cm, 37,40"  #5 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible
with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatical...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 100 cm #6 39,37" With Corn Teet...

100 cm, 39,37"  #6 molded plactic jacket zipper,
separate - open end zippers are ideal for use on
jackets. It has 5 (5 mm) teeth size, chunky zipper with
corn teeth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider -
cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1 mm teeth
thickness difference between T5 and T6, and there is
no significant difference in the image. T5 is an
international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
generally used...
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Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 12 Cm #6 4,70" With Corn Teeth ...

12 cm 4,70" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has
6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically lo...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 14 Cm #6 5,51" With Corn Teeth ...

14 cm 5,51" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has
6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. There is a 1 mm teeth thickness
difference between T5 and T6, and there is no
significant difference in the image. T5 is an
international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
generally used in our...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 16 Cm #6 6,30" With Corn Teeth ...

16 cm 6,30" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has
6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically lo...
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Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 18 Cm #6 7,10" With Corn Teeth ...

18 cm 7,10" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has
6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked. There is a 1 mm teeth thickness
difference between T5 and T6, and there is no
significant difference in the image. T5 is an
international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
generally used in our coun...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 20 Cm #6 7,90" With Corn Teeth ...

20 cm 7,90" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper, close end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets pocket . It has
6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth
color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension and slider - cursor is
automatically locked....

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 40 Cm #6 15,75" With Corn Teeth...

40 cm, 15,75" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
g...
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Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 45 Cm #6 17,71" With Corn Teeth...

45 cm, 17,71" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with corn
teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for use
on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 50 Cm #6 19,70" With Corn Teeth...

50 cm, 19,70" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth ...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 55 Cm #6 21,66" With Corn Teeth...

55 cm, 21,66" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor...
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Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 60 Cm #6 23,62" With Corn Teeth...

60 cm, 23,62" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth ...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 65 Cm #6 25,60" With Corn Teeth...

65 cm, 25,60" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 70 Cm #6 27,55" With Corn Teeth...

70 cm, 27,55" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth ...
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Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 75 Cm #6 29,53" With Corn Teeth...

75 cm, 29,53" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 80 Cm #6 31,50" With Corn Teeth...

80 cm, 31,50" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
g...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 85 cm #6 33,47" With Corn Teeth...

85 cm, 33,47" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - c...
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Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 90 cm #6 35,44" With Corn Teeth...

90 cm, 35,44"  #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and slider - cursor is automatically locked. There is a 1
mm teeth thickness difference between T5 and T6,
and there is no significant difference in the image. T5
is an international standard, and T6 zipper teeth are
gener...

Molded Plastic Jacket Zipper 95 cm #6 37,40" With CornTeeth ...

95 cm, 37,40"  #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn teeth, separate - open end zippers are ideal for
use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size, zipper
compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top extension
and...

Molded Zipper 100 cm, 39,37" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open E...

100 cm, 39,37" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an in...
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Molded Zipper 14 cm, 5,51" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Close En...

14 cm, 5,51" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matc...

Molded Zipper 16 cm, 6,30" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Close En...

16 cm, 6,30" #9  molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is...

Molded Zipper 18 cm, 7,10" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Close En...

18 cm, 7,10" #9  molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches ...
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Molded Zipper 20 cm, 7,90" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Close En...

20 cm, 7,90" #9  molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is...

Molded Zipper 30 cm, 11,81" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Close E...

30 cm, 11,81" #9  molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches...

Molded Zipper 30 cm, 11,81" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

30 cm, 11,81" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an int...
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Molded Zipper 35 cm, 13,78" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

35 cm, 13,78" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with closed ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the t...

Molded Zipper 40 cm, 15,75" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

40 cm, 15,75" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an int...

Molded Zipper 45 cm, 17,71" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

45 cm, 17,71" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the tee...
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Molded Zipper 50 cm, 19,70" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

50 cm, 19,70" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an int...

Molded Zipper 55 cm, 21,66" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

55 cm, 21,66" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the tee...

Molded Zipper 60 cm, 23,62" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

60 cm, 23,62" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an int...
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Molded Plastic

Molded Zipper 65 cm, 25,60" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

65 cm, 25,60" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the tee...

Molded Zipper 70 cm, 27,55" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

70 cm, 27,55" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is a...

Molded Zipper 75 cm, 29,53" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

75 cm, 29,53" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches th...
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Molded Plastic

Molded Zipper 80 cm, 31,50" #6 Corn Metalized Teeth Open End...

80 cm, 31,50" #6 molded plactic jacket zipper with
corn metalized teeth, separate - open end zippers are
ideal for use on jackets. It has 6 (6 mm) teeth size,
zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm - 1" top
extension and slider - cursor is automatically locked.
There is a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between
T5 and T6, and there is no significant difference in the
image. T5 is an international standard, and T6 zipper
t...

Molded Zipper 80 cm, 31,50" #9 Metal Imatation Metalized Tee...

80 cm, 31,50" #9 molded plactic jacket zipper with
metal imitation metalized teeth, separate - open end
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. It has 8 (8 mm)
teeth size, zipper compatible with tooth color, 2.5 cm -
1" top extensio...

Molded Zipper 80 cm, 31,50" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

80 cm, 31,50" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is an int...
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Molded Plastic

Molded Zipper 85 cm, 33,47" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

85 cm, 33,47" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open ends
are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the tee...

Molded Zipper 90 cm, 35,44" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

90 cm, 35,44" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with open end
 are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home textiles and
many other items. It has a teeth size of 9 (9 mm), a
zipper that matches the teeth colour, a 2.5 cm top
extension and a slider-cursor with auto-lock. There is
a 1 mm teeth thickness difference between T9 and
T10, and there is no significant difference in the image.
T10 is a...

Molded Zipper 95 cm, 37,40" #9 Metal Teeth Imatation Open En...

95 cm, 37,40" #9 molded metal teeth
imitation jacket zipper , that zippers with Open End -
Separe are ideal for use on jackets, coats, home
textiles and many other items. It has a teeth size of
9 (9 mm), a zipper that matches...
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Water-Repellent Jacket Zippers

100 cm #5 39,37" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zipp...

100 cm #5 39,37" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are...

14 cm #5 5,51" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zipper...

14 cm #5 5,51" waterproof jacket zipper, Close-ended
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type 10 zipper is
called #5 waterproof zipper or water repellent zipper
abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-way zipper, close-
ended - separate zippers are ideal for u...

16 cm #5 6,30" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zipper...

16 cm #5 6,30" waterproof jacket zipper, Close-ended
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type 10 zipper is
called #5 waterproof zipper or water repellent zipper
abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-way zipper, close-
ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on jackets.
It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock. Our
cursor types are available in va...
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Water-Repellent Jacket Zippers

18 cm #5 7,10" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zipper...

18 cm #5 7,10" waterproof jacket zipper, Close-ended
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type 10 zipper is
called #5 waterproof zipper or water repellent zipper
abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-way zipper, close-
ended - separate zippers are ideal for u...

20 cm #5 7,90" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zipper...

20 cm #5 7,90" waterproof jacket zipper, Close-ended
zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type 10 zipper is
called #5 waterproof zipper or water repellent zipper
abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-way zipper, close-
ended - separate zippers are ideal for use on jackets.
It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, it has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - cursor has an automatic lock. Our
cursor types are available in va...

40 cm #5 15,75" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

40 cm #5 waterproof jacket zipper, separate - open-
ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type 10
zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use...
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Water-Repellent Jacket Zippers

45 cm #5 17,71" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

45 cm #5 17,71" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are avail...

50 cm #5 19,70" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

50 cm #5 19,70" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are i...

55 cm #5 21,66" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

55 cm #5 21,66" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are avail...
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Water-Repellent Jacket Zippers

60 cm #5 23,62" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

60 cm #5 23,62" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are i...

65 cm #5 25,60" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

65 cm #5 25,60" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are avail...

70 cm #5 27,55" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

70 cm #5 27,55" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers ...
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Water-Repellent Jacket Zippers

75 cm #5 29,53" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

75 cm #5 29,53" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are ...

80 cm #5 31,50" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

80 cm #5 31,50" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers ...

85 cm #5 33,47" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

85 cm #5 33,47" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are ...
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Water-Repellent Jacket Zippers

90 cm #5 35,44" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

90 cm #5 35,44" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers ...

95 cm #5 37,40" Aquaguard Nylon Water-Repellent Jacket Zippe...

95 cm #5 37,40" waterproof jacket zipper, separate -
open-ended zippers are ideal for use on jackets. Type
10 zipper is called #5 waterproof zipper or water
repellent zipper abroad. Abroad, #5 waterproof one-
way zipper, open-ended - separate zippers are ideal
for use on jackets. It has a tooth size of 5 (5 mm), the
teeth color matches the zipper, it has an upper
extension of 2.5 and the slider - cursor has an
automatic lock. Our cursor types are ...

Waterproof Zipper #5 O Zipper Double Cursor Combi ZP0001PROM...

Waterproof Zipper - O Zipper Double Cursor Combi
ZP0001PROMO - ZP0001PROMO -
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Pants, Skirts and Dress Zippers

18 Cm #3 7,10" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper ZP...

18 Cm #3 7,10" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zippers are ideal for
use as one-way zippers, closed end - bottom zippers.
It has a tooth size of 3 (3 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - cu...

20 Cm #3 7,90" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper ZP...

20 cm #3 7,90" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zip...

22 Cm #3 8,66" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper ZP...

22 Cm #3 8,66" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zippers are ideal for
use as one-way zippers, closed end - bottom zippers.
It has a tooth size of 3 (3 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - cursor ...
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Pants, Skirts and Dress Zippers

25 Cm #3 9,84" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper ZP...

25 Cm #3 9,84" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zip...

30 Cm #3 11,81" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

30 Cm #3 11,81" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zippers are ideal for
use as one-way zippers, closed end - bottom zippers.
It has a tooth size of 3 (3 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - cursor...

35 Cm #3 13,78" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

35 Cm #3 13,78" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tul...

View More

View More

View More
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Pants, Skirts and Dress Zippers

35 Cm #3 13,78" Hidden Zipper Tulle White Dress and Skirt Zi...

Since the product is export surplus, it is sold at a
discounted price. 35 Cm #3 13,78" hidden tulle zipper,
with bottom - closed-end zippers are ideal for use on
dresses, skirts, children's clothing, pillow cases, home
textiles, inner bag pockets and as functional
accessories in many different sectors. Concealed tulle
zippers are ideal for use as one-way zippers, closed
end - bottom zippers. It has a tooth size of 3 (3 mm),
the teeth co...

40 Cm #3 15,75" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

40 Cm #3 15,75" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tul...

50 Cm #3 19,70" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

50 Cm #3 19,70" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zippers are ideal for
use as one-way zippers, closed end - bottom zippers.
It has a tooth size of 3 (3 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - c...

View More

View More
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Pants, Skirts and Dress Zippers

60 Cm #3 23,62" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

60 Cm #3 23,62" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tul...

70 Cm #3 27,55" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

70 Cm #3 27,55" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zippers are ideal for
use as one-way zippers, closed end - bottom zippers.
It has a tooth size of 3 (3 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - c...

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Mustard SBS 092 Color Closed End...

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Mustard SBS 092 Color
Closed End Invisible Nylon Zippers

View More

View More

View More
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Pants, Skirts and Dress Zippers

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed ...

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors
Closed End ZP0007PROMO - ZP0007PROMO - Nylon
Coil Jacket Zippers

Hidden Zipper #3 55 cm 9,65" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed...

Hidden Zipper #3 55 cm 9,65" Navy Blue SBS 168
Colors Closed End ZP0008PROMO - ZP0007PROMO -
Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

Pant Zipper Metal Zipper #4.5 7" Nickel ZPM0001PNT

Pant Zipper Metal Zipper #4.5 7" Nickel ZPM0001PNT

View More

View More
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Nickel Zippers

Pant Zipper Metal Zipper #4.5 7" Nickel ZPM0001PNT

Pant Zipper Metal Zipper #4.5 7" Nickel ZPM0001PNT

View More
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Invisible Nylon Zippers

18 Cm #3 7,10" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper ZP...

18 Cm #3 7,10" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zippers are ideal for
use as one-way zippers, closed end - bottom zippers.
It has a tooth size of 3 (3 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - cu...

20 Cm #3 7,90" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper ZP...

20 cm #3 7,90" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zip...

22 Cm #3 8,66" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper ZP...

22 Cm #3 8,66" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zippers are ideal for
use as one-way zippers, closed end - bottom zippers.
It has a tooth size of 3 (3 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - cursor ...

View More

View More
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Invisible Nylon Zippers

25 Cm #3 9,84" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper ZP...

25 Cm #3 9,84" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zip...

30 Cm #3 11,81" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

30 Cm #3 11,81" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zippers are ideal for
use as one-way zippers, closed end - bottom zippers.
It has a tooth size of 3 (3 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - cursor...

35 Cm #3 13,78" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

35 Cm #3 13,78" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tul...

View More
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Invisible Nylon Zippers

35 Cm #3 13,78" Hidden Zipper Tulle White Dress and Skirt Zi...

Since the product is export surplus, it is sold at a
discounted price. 35 Cm #3 13,78" hidden tulle zipper,
with bottom - closed-end zippers are ideal for use on
dresses, skirts, children's clothing, pillow cases, home
textiles, inner bag pockets and as functional
accessories in many different sectors. Concealed tulle
zippers are ideal for use as one-way zippers, closed
end - bottom zippers. It has a tooth size of 3 (3 mm),
the teeth co...

40 Cm #3 15,75" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

40 Cm #3 15,75" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tul...

50 Cm #3 19,70" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

50 Cm #3 19,70" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zippers are ideal for
use as one-way zippers, closed end - bottom zippers.
It has a tooth size of 3 (3 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - c...

View More
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Invisible Nylon Zippers

60 Cm #3 23,62" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

60 Cm #3 23,62" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tul...

70 Cm #3 27,55" Hidden Zipper Tulle Dress and Skirt Zipper Z...

70 Cm #3 27,55" hidden tulle zipper, with bottom -
closed-end zippers are ideal for use on dresses, skirts,
children's clothing, pillow cases, home textiles, inner
bag pockets and as functional accessories in many
different sectors. Concealed tulle zippers are ideal for
use as one-way zippers, closed end - bottom zippers.
It has a tooth size of 3 (3 mm), the teeth color
matches the zipper, has an upper extension of 2.5
and the slider - c...

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Mustard SBS 092 Color Closed End...

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Mustard SBS 092 Color
Closed End Invisible Nylon Zippers

View More

View More
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Invisible Nylon Zippers

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed ...

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors
Closed End ZP0007PROMO - ZP0007PROMO - Nylon
Coil Jacket Zippers

Hidden Zipper #3 55 cm 9,65" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed...

Hidden Zipper #3 55 cm 9,65" Navy Blue SBS 168
Colors Closed End ZP0008PROMO - ZP0007PROMO -
Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

View More

View More
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Specialty Zippers

Waterproof Zipper #5 O Zipper Double Cursor Combi ZP0001PROM...

Waterproof Zipper - O Zipper Double Cursor Combi
ZP0001PROMO - ZP0001PROMO -

View More
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Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

18 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed ...

18 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168
Colors Closed End ZP0006PROMO - ZP0005PROMO -
Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

20 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed ...

20 cm Coat Pocket Zipper #5 Navy Blue SBS 168
Colors Closed End ZP0005PROMO - ZP0004PROMO -
Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

35 Cm #3 13,78" Hidden Zipper Tulle White Dress and Skirt Zi...

Since the product is export surplus, it is sold at a
discounted price. 35 Cm #3 13,78" hidden tulle zipper,
with bottom - closed-end zippers are ideal for use on
dresses, skirts, children's clothing, pillow cases, home
textiles, inner bag pocket...

View More
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Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

60 cm Jacket Zipper #5 Open End Separated Mustard SBS 092 Co...

60 cm Jacket Zipper #5 Open End Separated
Mustard SBS 092 Color Metal Jacket Zippers

Coat Zipper 50 cm #5 19,7" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors ZP0009PR...

Coat Zipper 50 cm #5 19,7" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors
ZP0009PROMO - ZP0009PROMO - Nylon Coil Jacket
Zippers

Coat Zipper 65 cm #5 Light Blue SBS 145 Colors ZP0003PROMO

Coat Zipper 65 cm #5 Light Blue SBS 145 Colors
ZP0003PROMO - ZP0001PROMO - Discounted Zippers
- Assorted Zippers

View More

View More
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Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

Coat Zipper 70 cm #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors ZP0004PROMO

Coat Zipper 70 cm #5 Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors
ZP0004PROMO - ZP0003PROMO - Discounted
Zippers - Assorted Zippers

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Mustard SBS 092 Color Closed End...

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Mustard SBS 092 Color
Closed End Invisible Nylon Zippers

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed ...

Hidden Zipper #3 16 cm 6,3" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors
Closed End ZP0007PROMO - ZP0007PROMO - Nylon
Coil Jacket Zippers
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Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

Hidden Zipper #3 55 cm 9,65" Navy Blue SBS 168 Colors Closed...

Hidden Zipper #3 55 cm 9,65" Navy Blue SBS 168
Colors Closed End ZP0008PROMO - ZP0007PROMO -
Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

Pant Zipper Metal Zipper #4.5 7" Nickel ZPM0001PNT

Pant Zipper Metal Zipper #4.5 7" Nickel ZPM0001PNT

Waterproof Zipper #5 O Zipper Double Cursor Combi ZP0001PROM...

Waterproof Zipper - O Zipper Double Cursor Combi
ZP0001PROMO - ZP0001PROMO -

View More

View More

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/hidden-zipper-3-55-cm-9,65-navy-blue-sbs-168-colors-closed-end-zp0008promo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/pant-zipper-metal-zipper-4.5-7-nickel-zpm0001pnt?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
https://www.e-dugme.com/waterproof-zipper-o-zipper-double-cursor-combi-zp0001promo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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Discounted Zippers - Assorted Zippers

Zipper #5 18 cm 7,08" Coat Pocket Mustard SBS 092 Color Clos...

Zipper #5 18 cm 7,08" Coat Pocket Mustard SBS 092
Color Closed End Metal Jacket Zippers

View More

https://www.e-dugme.com/zipper-5-18-cm-7,08-coat-pocket-mustard-sbs-092-color-closed-end-zp0010promo?utm_medium=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_term=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog&utm_content=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog%20click&utm_campaign=e-dugme%20pdf%20catalog
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